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Current law imposes a tax on the sale, use, lease, or rental of tangible personal property and sale of certain services at
various rates, and provides for exemptions and exclusions of various amounts.

Proposed law repeals numerous state and local sales tax statutes. Several repealed provisions are reenacted as exemptions,
and some reenacted exemptions are consolidated using broader language. The bill also expands several exemptions to local
taxing authorities.

Effective July 1, 2018.

The Dept. of Revenue will incur costs associated with designing, modifying, and testing the tax processing system. These
costs are typically estimated in the tens of thousands of dollars of staff time. An assessment of the cumulative need resulting
from all legislation is made at the end of session which informs the budget request of the Dept.

Proposed law would repeal numerous exemptions and exclusions, reenact several exclusions as exemptions, reenact some
repealed narrow exemptions as consolidated exemptions, and extend some exemptions to local taxing authorities. All
provisions are effective July 1, 2018.

Exemptions/exclusions that are repealed without replacement would increase revenue, while exemptions that are replaced or
consolidated would tend to have no net impact or reduce revenue. Revenue gains due to some provisions would be offset by
losses due to other provisions to an unknown extent.

Anticipated revenue impacts are estimated using available sales tax data. Proposed law may cause either an increase or
decrease to general fund, dedicated, and local fund revenues. Because of the number of provisions that are impacted by this
bill, a precisely-quantified estimate of the net revenue impact is not feasible.

Provisions that would impact revenues are grouped by type, and summarized below:

-Repealed exemptions that are not replaced would increase revenues by approximately $3 million in FY19. 
-Repealed exemptions that are re-enacted with broader language and local applicability would result in either a negligible
impact or a revenue loss of unknown size.
-Some repealed exclusions that are re-enacted as exemptions would be exempted from the R. S. 47:321 “permanent penny” 
in FY19, relative to current law. The exemption of these items from the 1% rate imposed would result in an expected
revenue loss of approximately $3 million in FY19-FY22.

Thus, the anticipated state net revenue impact is likely to be very close to neutral. It is important to note that there exists 
minimal data on several items used to construct these estimates, and the uncertainty on any of the items affected implies
that the actual resulting impact may be slightly positive or slightly negative. 
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Amends, reenacts, or repeals various sales and use tax statutes. Enacts new exemption and refund statutes.
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